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Never Blend With The Wind is a powerful and inspiring story about a young
woman who overcomes adversity to achieve her dreams. Born into poverty
in rural China, Li Cunxin defied the odds to become one of the world's most
celebrated ballet dancers.

Li's journey began in a small village in Shandong Province. Her family was
poor, and she had to work long hours in the fields to help support her
parents and siblings. Despite the hardship, Li dreamed of a better life. She
loved to dance, and she would often sneak away to practice in the fields.

When Li was 11 years old, she was chosen to attend the Beijing Dance
Academy. This was a great honor, but it also meant that Li would have to
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leave her family and move to a new city. Li was determined to make the
most of this opportunity, and she worked hard to improve her skills.

After graduating from the Beijing Dance Academy, Li joined the Houston
Ballet. She quickly became one of the company's leading dancers, and she
toured the world, performing to sold-out audiences. Li's success was a
testament to her hard work, dedication, and talent.

In 2009, Li retired from the Houston Ballet to focus on her family and her
work with the Li Cunxin Dance Academy. The academy provides
scholarships to talented young dancers from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Li is passionate about helping others to achieve their dreams, and she is a
role model for young people all over the world.

Never Blend With The Wind is a story of hope, resilience, and triumph. It is
a reminder that anything is possible if you have the determination to never
give up on your dreams.

Key Takeaways from Never Blend With The Wind

* Never give up on your dreams. No matter how difficult things may
seem, never give up on your dreams. If you have the determination to
succeed, you can achieve anything you set your mind to.

* Hard work and dedication pay off. Li's success was a testament to her
hard work and dedication. She worked tirelessly to improve her skills, and
she never gave up on her dreams.

* It's important to help others. Li is passionate about helping others to
achieve their dreams. She founded the Li Cunxin Dance Academy to



provide scholarships to talented young dancers from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

Never Blend With The Wind is a powerful and inspiring story that will stay
with you long after you finish reading it. It is a reminder that anything is
possible if you have the determination to never give up on your dreams.

Additional Resources

Li Cunxin Dance Academy

Houston Ballet

Never Blend With The Wind on Amazon

Image Gallery
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Li Cunxin performing with the Houston Ballet
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